
In order to ensure that metal surfaces are capable of accepting 
coatings such as paint, primer, polymers etc, the surface has to be 
prepared according to specification.  Often this is simple, con-
sisting of using certain compounds to remove contaminants (an 
example is degreasing agent), but then one must ensure that the 
act of de-contaminating a surface doesn’t leave a different type of 
contaminating agent.  

In many high performance applications, metal surfaces are 
prepared by using strong chemicals or aggressive processes that 
leave a very thin oxide coating on the surface – this oxide coating 
becomes the “anchor” for the next layer, which is applied to the 
surface.  Processes such as anodization, which subjects metal 
parts to electric current in the presence of a strong acid bath, or 
alodization in which metal is treated with a strong chromic acid 
solution, are examples of the use of aggressive chemistries to 
prepare surfaces for further treatment.

In these cases, and many others, it is crucial to ensure that the 
surface is consistent with the desired specification and that after 
treatment it is free of the strong chemicals that were used to pre-
pare the metal.   Since the purpose of chemical treatment is often 
to leave a thin layer of covalently bonded molecules on the surface 
(such as oxides) a molecular analysis technique such as mid 
infrared is a valuable aid in determining if the surface of the metal 
has been correctly prepared (with the right surface prep solution, 
for example) and is then completely free of the strong chemicals 
used in the process.  Exoscan, equipped with external reflectance 
capability is an ideal analysis tool for determining if metal surfaces 
are properly prepared and can do so at the location where these 

processes are carried out.  Moreover, because of the ability to create 
libraries of spectra, personnel can store the spectra of properly (and 
improperly) prepared surfaces for comparison against a metal part that 
is being prepared and thus parts can be accepted or rejected and re-
worked.  As an example, Figure 1 shows a spectrum collected with the 
Exoscan of a primed aluminum aircraft part; the identity of the primer 
was questioned due to a surface discoloration.  This part was verified 
against an existing library of primers, and found to be acceptable for 
its application without removing a sample from the part.
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Figure 1 – Result from the Exoscan showing positive identification of an 
aircraft primer on aluminum.
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